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Abstract  
 

An inclusive classroom ensures that students with disabilities and their non-disabled 

classmates can learn together. Learning in a conventional manner can be "difficult," so finding 

a new method is always an option. The real problem is a fear of change, which is rarely 

mentioned. People with learning disabilities experience delays in their ability to communicate 

verbally, academically, and socially. Students with learning disabilities are frequently 

underserved by conventional methods of instruction and assessment. In the future, people with 

a "learning difference" will no longer be viewed as being unable to learn. All of these terms 

refer to difficulties in learning, but there are some key differences between them. An academic 

disorder is a medical term for a long-term struggle with a particular subject. Problems with 

reading, math, writing, or movement and coordination are all examples of learning disabilities 

dyspraxia. Uneven spacing, poor spatial organisation on paper, poor spelling, and difficulty 

composing written work are all signs that someone has dysgraphia. It is difficult for people 

with dyscalculia to understand and remember math concepts. Math symbols, remembering and 

organising numbers may also be a problem for these individuals. When performing addition, 

subtraction, multiplication, and division, it is difficult to recognise patterns. He can't seem to 

grasp the concept of varying time scales. Dysgraphia is characterised by illegible handwriting, 

uneven spacing, poor spatial organisation on paper, bad spelling, and difficulty composing 

writing. Printing and cursive writing may become unreadable as a result of this illness. It is 

suggested that you use a word processor to fix the problem. Using custom-made tools, such as 

pencil grips, can help students write more fluidly. 
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1.0 Introduction 
 
UNICEF's most comprehensive statistical analysis finds that there are nearly 240 million 

children with disabilities around the world." More than one in 10 children worldwide have 

disabilities, and a new report from UNICEF reveals that they suffer from a range of hardships, 

including health, education, and protection.When a person has a learning disability, they have 

difficulty learning in a typical way, and this difficulty is often caused by conditions or factors 

that are not known to them. There's always the possibility of finding a new way to learn, 

especially given how "difficult learning in a conventional manner" can be. Because some 

people have a "learning difference," they will no longer be misunderstood as being unable to 

learn and will no longer be subjected to unfavourable stereotyping. "Inclusion" is a single word 

that encompasses an entire societal concept. Inclusion ensures that students with disabilities 
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can learn alongside their non-disabled peers in general education classrooms, which is critical 

for those in special education. "Learning disability," "learning disorder," and "learning 

difficulty" are frequently used interchangeably, but they are distinct in several ways. Disorders 

are the medical term for persistent and severe difficulties with academic subjects. A formal 

diagnosis cannot be made based on these problems. In contrast, a formal clinical diagnosis of 

a learning disability is made when a person meets specific criteria as determined by a 

professional psychologist, paediatrician, etc. When it comes to comparing symptoms and issues 

that are reported to be severe or frequent, there is a clear difference. Language, academic, and 

speech development are all affected by learning disabilities when the term "learning disorder" 

is used. Dyslexia, dyscalculia, dysgraphia, and dyspraxia are all examples of learning 

disabilities, as are problems with reading, math, writing, or movement and coordination 

Dyspraxia ,It is known as the "unknown component" that affects the brain's ability to receive 

and process information. It can be difficult for someone with this disorder to learn as quickly 

or as effectively as someone without a learning disability. Traditional methods of teaching and 

assessing students with learning disabilities often fail to meet the needs of these students. 

 
2.0 The selected disabilities are mention here with remedial methods in general 
 
 

 
Reference: idea data org 

 

2.1 Dysgraphia and remedial methods: Handwriting and fine motor skills are affected. The 

symptoms of this specific learning disability include illegible handwriting, uneven spacing, 

poor spatial organisation on paper, bad spelling, and difficulty composing writing, as well as 

difficulty thinking and writing at the same time. Signs and symptoms: The printing and cursive 

writing may still be illegible despite the extra time and care taken. Print and cursive fonts are 

used interchangeably. Letters are sized differently or slanted differently. There are unfinished 

words or letters, as well as words that have been omitted from the text. The spacing between 

words and letters is all over the place. You're looking at a weird wrist, body, or paper position. 

struggles to imagine how letters will look before they are written. It takes a long time to do 

anything that involves writing or copying. It looks bad on paper because of the inefficient use 

of space. It has an awkward or cramped grip, and the user's hand may hurt. It's difficult for him 

to write and think at the same time, whether he's taking notes or writing creatively. Use of a 
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word processor is recommended as a remedy. Refrain from criticising a student's work that is 

shoddy or careless. Make the most of the opportunity presented by oral exams. Allow students 

to record lectures with a tape recorder. If necessary, allow for the use of a note taker. By 

providing notes or outlines, you can reduce the amount of writing that is required. Reduce the 

amount of time spent copying pre-printed math problems into your work. Allow students to 

use graph paper and wide-ruled paper. Make use of writing aids such as pencil grips or other 

custom-made tools. Allow for alternatives to traditional written tasks with video-taped reports, 

audio-taped reports. 

 

2.2 Dyscalculia and remedial measures: When it comes to understanding and remembering 

math concepts, it has a significant impact. These people may also have difficulty with math 

symbols, remembering and organising numbers and telling the time, as well as with counting. 

Place value, amount, numbers, positive and negative numbers, carrying and borrowing are all 

areas of weakness. trouble understanding and resolving word problems, can't keep track of 

what he's learned or what happened. does not have a good grasp of math operations. A lack of 

understanding of fractions is evident here. Change and money management may be a challenge 

for you. It has difficulty recognising patterns when performing addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, and division. It's difficult for him to explain complex mathematical concepts to 

others. can't seem to get his head around the different ways of measuring time. When it comes 

to organising problems on the page, keeping track of numerals, and performing long division, 

he has difficulty. remedies are Scratch the paper with your fingers. Create visual 

representations of arithmetic concepts using diagrams and sketches. It provides a network of 

people who can help each other out. If you can, use graph paper. Coloured pencils can be used 

to distinguish between different issues. Make good use of manipulatives. Word problems 

should be represented graphically. Use mnemonic devices to help you remember the steps of a 

math concept. Rhythm and music can be used to help students learn basic math facts and to 

establish a sense of time. Make sure the student has access to a computer so they can practise 

drills. 

 

2.3 Dyslexia and remedial: There is a decrease in the ability to read and process language. 

Reading fluency, decoding, comprehension, recall, writing, spellcheck, and occasionally 

speech may be affected to varying degrees by this specific learning disability. It may also 

coexist with other diseases. An alternative term for dyslexia is dyspraxia, which refers to a 

deficit in language skills. Signs and symptoms are read very slowly and laboriously. A common 

cause of decoding errors is incorrect letter order. Listening comprehension and reading 

comprehension can differ significantly in some texts. has a difficult time forming words 

correctly in his head. You may have a problem with handwriting. finds it difficult to recall 

common words. He has difficulties with writing. There's a chance you'll struggle with the math. 

Real words should be decoded over meaningless ones. the, there, was, and a host of others are 

all substituted for a single small sight word. Here are some ideas for how to deal with the 

problem. Consider creating an area in your home for reading and answering comprehension 

questions. In order to get the most out of audiobooks, you should use them. Make use of books 
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with large print and plenty of white space between the lines for your research and writing. The 

lecture notes should be sent as well. When taking a history or science test, don't include spelling 

questions. Different types of book reports should be allowed. In the classroom, allow students 

to write their essays on a laptop or other computer. Multisensory teaching methods can be used 

effectively. Rather than relying on rote recollection, teach children to use logic. Present your 

material in manageable chunks. 

 

2.4 Dyspraxia and remedial methods: In addition to language and speech difficulties, there 

are issues with movement and coordination Movement and coordination difficulties, language 

and speech difficulties, and learning difficulties can all be caused by a condition known as 

dystonia. Despite the fact that it is not a learning disorder, dyspraxia frequently coexists with 

other learning disabilities such as dyslexia, dyscalculia, and ADHD.As a result, the patient may 

appear to be unsteady on his or her feet; they may stumble frequently. A lack of coordination 

in one's movements. In this case, there is a lack of coordination on both sides of the body. 

Hand-eye co-ordination can be a problem for some people. One's inability to control one's 

personal and material possessions is evident. Potentially sensitive to touch is indicated. There 

is a risk of distress from loud or persistent noises, such as a ticking clock or someone tapping 

a pencil. Smashed items or toys that don't require a lot of skill may be on your shopping list. 

As a child, he has difficulty with fine motor skills such as colouring in the lines or putting 

together puzzles. You dislike clothing that is scratchy, rough, constricting, or cumbersome. 

Prepare students for physical contact by using verbal cues. Then I'll put my right hand on yours. 

If you don't want your classmates to know, don't touch them behind or get too close. If you're 

having students take tests or read quietly, make sure they have a quiet, distraction-free space 

to do so. If a fire drill is scheduled, inform students of the date and time. If you're working with 

a child one-on-one, keep your voice low and quiet. The school should allow parents to supply 

earplugs or sterilised wax for noisy activities, such as school assemblies. Make sure that the 

student's parents are aware of any classroom observations. The learner may benefit from 

occupational therapy or sensory integration training. Make a point of keeping an eye out for 

any light or light sources that might irritate the child. 

 

3.0 Conclusion 

 

When teachers are well-trained, compassionate, and able to listen to and support a very diverse 

class, and inclusion classroom has several advantages. There should be general education and 

special ed teachers in an inclusion classroom, along with maybe a teacher's aide. Before placing 

a special needs child in an inclusion classroom, the school should take into account his 

academic and social needs. Children with serious social and behavioural issues might have a 

negative impact on the learning environment of general education students. Before attempting 

to manage an inclusion classroom, devise instructional tactics like enabling pupils to run 

errands. Because of the prevalence of students with disabilities in inclusion classrooms, more 

behavioural support may be necessary. Consider the level of the pupils' disabilities while 

determining if the discipline technique is acceptable for their age and level of development. It 
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is possible to think of inclusion as a process of adapting and reacting to the diverse needs of all 

children and adults by increasing involvement in learning, cultures, and communities as well 

as lowering and eliminating exclusion in and out of education. All children of the right age are 

included in this plan, and the normal educational system is held accountable for providing 

quality education to every student in the district. An overhaul of educational policy and 

curricular frameworks, including educational content, assessment, pedagogy, and the systemic 

grouping of students within institutional and educational structures, is required. Rather, it is 

founded on a set of ideas that embrace and appreciate a wide range of diversity, including 

ethnic and racial backgrounds as well as education levels. Teachers are accountable for the 

education of everyone, regardless of their ability to do so. Inclusion in education is a strategy 

to educate students with special education needs. Under the inclusion approach; kids with 

special needs spend most or all of their time with non-disabled pupils. The degree to which 

each of these strategies is put into action varies. Schools most typically employ them for chosen 

students with mild to severe Finding out what went wrong is the first step in remedial lessons. 

We can help adolescents with LD succeed in the classroom if we have patience and good 

preparations in place. Children, parents, and teachers can work together with child 

psychologists to put into practice theoretical and practical methods for learning both in and out 

of the classroom. Students who are provided with ongoing assistance can use these strategies 

to overcome their learning challenges and succeed in educational institutions. 
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